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Friday Coalition Meeting Chat – April 7, 2023 
 
00:11:49 - Jan Runbeck: - Sugar Ray Seales is a Tacoma giant! Winner of Olympic Gold in 1972. Graduate of 

Stadium HS in 1971. 
00:11:55 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "Sugar Ray Seales is ..." with ��� 
00:12:46 - Monique Brown: - Is this Sugar Ray Seales speaking? 
00:12:51 - Jennifer Ammons: - Reacted to "Sugar Ray Seales is ..." with �� 
00:12:55 - Jennifer Ammons: - yes 
00:12:55 - Jan Runbeck: - YES!!!!! 
00:12:56 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - It is! 
00:13:10 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "It is!" with ��� 
00:13:43 - Joe Perva: - Good to see you again! Thank you for our conversation on Hosmer you are truly an 

amazing soul! Huge fan of boxing so holding your medal was amazing as well thank you! 
00:15:18 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "Sugar Ray Seales is ..." with ��� 
00:16:13 - Timothy Harris: - What a treat! 
00:16:16 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - More about Sugar Ray: https://shilohoftacoma.org/ 
00:17:54 - Courtney Love LEC: - Good to see you Mr Seales! 
00:18:20 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "More about Sugar Ray..." with ��� 
00:18:41 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - That was indeed a treat! Thank you for helping make that 

happen, Jan! 
00:21:12 - Jan Runbeck: - Sugar Ray made Tacoma proud! We are grateful he came back home. We honor 

Shiloh Baptist for providing a home. We're thankful that Valeo keeps our connections strong. 
00:23:55 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Zoom Norms 
Mute yourself when not talking. 
Use Zoom’s raise hand feature if you have something to say. 
Limit distractions by turning off your camera if you need to take another call. 
00:24:06 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Community Norms 
Lead with a racial equity lens. 
Be aware of power dynamics.  
Challenge concepts, not people. 
Listen to learn. 
One person speaks at a time. 
Speak from your own experience. 
Make space, take space. 
Assume best intentions and take responsibility for impact. 
Be aware of time and agenda. 
 
http://pchomeless.org/Home/About 
00:25:01 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - To offer a partner spotlight contact Theresa at tpdrutis@nctacoma.org 
00:25:40 - Megan Colter: - Hi Ketra, SSS2 from Lakewood here! 
00:25:49 - Jay Worley: - Welcome and please put contacts in the chat. Thank you 
00:26:03 - Ketra Campbell: - hi Megan 
00:26:42 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - The last few weeks have been chaotic. If you contacted me earlier about 

doing a spotlight and didn't hear back - please send me a reminder and I'll get you on the calendar. 
tpdrutis@nctacoma.org 
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00:27:27 - Richard Dorsett: - Sweep at Union Loop encampment scheduled for Tuesday. Come and witness. 
All are welcome. We are delivering food this afternoon at 3:45; welcome to help us serve. 

00:27:46 - Kenneth King: - Is there more info on the Puyallup homeless coalition? Google results are all 
from 2012. 

00:28:05 - Chelsea Perry, Pierce County Pretrial Services: - Hi, I am Chelsea Perry! I work at Pierce County 
Superior Court Pretrial Services. It has been a long time since attending these meetings, but I am 
excited to be here. I hope to help overcome housing barriers for justice involved individuals. Nice to 
meet you all! ���� 

00:28:19 - Monique B / FOB Hope / She-Her: - @Richard, is there shelter space for the people being 
moved? 

00:28:48 - Megan Colter: - Is there a place to refer those who are homeless in Lakewood to someone 
regarding the new Lakewood shelter? 

00:28:49 - Monique B / FOB Hope / She-Her: - Hi Courtney Love! 
00:29:17 - Ketra Campbell: - So yes it is run from Paula from the New Hope Center and the St. Francis 

house.  Always looking for additional people to join 
00:29:19 - Courtney Love LEC: - Replying to "Hi Courtney Love!"  
 
 Hello Monique Brown!! 
00:29:19 - Richard Dorsett: - I can’t respond to shelter space. We connect as best we can. Lots of confusion 

during sweeps. 
00:29:47 - Monique B / FOB Hope / She-Her: - Thank you, Richard. 
00:30:13 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - If you want to offer advocacy postcards to unsheltered people for 

sweeps responses. Here is a template to be printed on cardstock 
00:30:38 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "If you want to offer..." with ��� 
00:31:02 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - I have stamps if you drop postcards off with me. tpdrutis@nctacoma.org 
00:31:15 - Kenneth King: - NIMBY rocks went in yesterday 4th and tacoma 
00:31:39 - Richard Dorsett: - We are seeking carts, wagons, roller suitcases, to help people move their 

possessions from Union Avenue encampment. 
00:31:48 - Courtney Love LEC: - Caleb, can we get a total on the money spent on rocks since the camping 

ban passed? 
00:32:09 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - CE = Coordinated Entry 
00:32:14 - Christine Lindquist: - Mobile CE makes so much sense. 
00:32:19 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - It does! 
00:32:30 - Kenneth King: - Just a reminder, My team can not respond unless theres a community referral. 

and we don't approach people where they sleep 
00:32:35 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - And it has been done at some sweep sites, leading up to 

sweeps 
00:32:47 - Rosemary Powers: - birth-day by Lucille Clifton 
today we are possible. 
the morning, green and laundry-sweet, 
opens itself and we enter 
blind and mewling. 
everything waits for us: 
 
the snow kingdom 
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sparkling and silent 
in its glacial cap, 
 
 
the cane fields 
shining and sweet 
in the sun-drenched south. 
 
as the day arrives 
with all its clumsy blessings 
 
what we will become 
waits in us like an ache. 
  
 
from The Collected Poems of Lucille Clifton: 1965-2010 
00:32:51 - Sally Perkins: - it should not be hard to take a laptop or ipad out and do this, using a hot spot for 

wifi or other internet connection. 
00:33:08 - Kenneth King: - "FEDNOW" 
00:33:09 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "it should not be har..." with �� 
00:33:17 - Timothy Harris: - Replying to "NIMBY rocks went in ..." 
 
Trebuchets Now! 
00:33:31 - Jessica Hall: - yesssss Jay!!! 
00:33:52 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "birth-day by Lucille..." with ��� 
00:34:01 - Kenneth King: - Timothy LOL 
00:34:18 - Kenneth King: - I mean... I'm not saying I'm not down 
00:34:48 - Kenny Coble コーブル健: - Rosemary, thank you for starting the meeting with that poem. Lucille 

Clifton is one of my favorite poets of all time. 
00:34:51 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - How about we focus on Coordinated Entry when people first put up a 

tent instead of when the sweeps are happening? 
00:35:05 - Christine Lindquist: - Reacted to "How about we focus o..." with �� 
00:35:05 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "How about we focus o..." with ��� 
00:35:19 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "How about we focus o..." with ����� 
00:35:36 - Kenneth King: - Coordinated entry is supposed to be part of the 211 process, for interventive 

accessibility... 
00:36:02 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "Coordinated entry is..." with ����� 
00:36:02 - Sally Perkins: - "supposed to be..."   Yeah right. 
00:36:10 - Kenneth King: - …. yeeeup 
00:36:21 - Richard Dorsett: - “Process” haha. 
00:36:31 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - You can join the inclement weather list here: 

http://pchomeless.org/Home/Listserv 
00:36:52 - susan ahearn: - Mr Seales would like to thank everyone for listening to his story. Apologies our 

internet was shaky 
00:37:09 - Timothy Harris: - Reacted to "Mr Seales would like..." with ��� 
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00:37:09 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - We need outreach at the start no matter what - better if it is funded and 
organized. Otherwise it is pretty random. 

00:37:11 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "Mr Seales would like..." with ��� 
00:37:20 - Jan Runbeck: - Needs = good street shoes. Nativity House, St Vincent DePaul, TRM all need 

shoes.  Shoes have a hard life if the feet are always in them 24/7. 
00:37:22 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "We need outreach at ..." with ��� 
00:37:23 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "Mr Seales would like..." with ��� 
00:37:33 - Monique B / FOB Hope / She-Her: - FOB Hope would like to thank those who came out to our 

fundraiser last Saturday.  Also, thank you to those who could not attend, but donated anyhow!  Our 
organization raised almost $5,000 towards much needed resources at the Village.  AND, thank you to 
Tammy and her team for putting a successful event together! 

00:37:35 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Thank you Susan, Jan, and Sugar Ray! 
00:37:39 - Kenneth King: - Please remind Mr. Seales, we've all come out of the last three years of zoom only 

meetings. We have all dealt with bad reception 
00:37:48 - Jay Worley: - 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10Ec_bw5KKsFQidzRN7XkM6yea6vHzD0Yf0m5IfjgdpU/edit?
usp=sharing 

00:37:53 - Jessica Hall: - I don't know who else is able to do CE out in the field, but our team is 
overwhelmed. Hopefully what Jay is talking about will happen. 

00:38:10 - Brianna Swindahl: - Reacted to "I don't know who e..." with ��� 
00:38:12 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Love Food is Free and all of the garden boxes across town! 
00:38:19 - Kenneth King: - CE is a losing attempt at gate keeping 
00:38:31 - Jennifer Ammons: - Reacted to "Love Food is Free an..." with �� 
00:38:49 - Richard Dorsett: - Word around the campfire is that this is Holy Week and ends with Good 

Friday. And in our midst a version of evil perpetuates itself, now with the power of our city 
government chasing half a dozen people around hilltop because it still won’t answer the question, 
“Where are we supposed to go.” As the decision makers and elected officials at City Hall claim 100% 
voluntary compliance with their camping ban, like Pontius Pilate, many wash their hands of the 
problem—it’s the City’s problem, not theirs. 

00:38:55 - Jennifer Ammons: - Reacted to "How about we focus o..." with �� 
00:38:59 - Jessica Hall: - We have a lot of success with CE. The problem is the case management. These 

people need someone to walk with them, and there are just not enough of us. 
00:39:02 - Courtney Love LEC: - HUD recommends that CE only allow the list to grow as big as the local CoC 

can serve. Pierce doesn't do this. If we switch to this, we need to still document those who don't make 
the list. 

00:39:13 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "We have a lot of suc..." with ��� 
00:39:19 - Brianna Swindahl: - Reacted to "We have a lot of s..." with ��� 
00:39:22 - Kenneth King: - Jessica, fair 
00:39:28 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "We have a lot of suc..." with ��� 
00:39:31 - Jessica Hall: - Reacted to "Jessica, fair" with �� 
00:39:50 - Valeri Almony: - There are multiple outreach teams that do CE in the field and meet people 

where they are out.  There is success through GLMHC and TRM.  They also come out to the KP. 
00:39:52 - Jennifer Ammons: - Reacted to "Word around the camp..." with ��� 
00:39:57 - Jessica Hall: - Replying to "Jessica, fair" 
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frustrating either way!! 
00:40:05 - Valeri Almony: - 211 also does CE and folks can call in and have that done and update their 

applications (every 90 days still required) 
00:40:08 - Kenneth King: - back in a bit 
00:40:12 - Courtney Love LEC: - We need a huge peer navigator program and an omsbuds office. Perfect for 

the Unified Regional Approach. 
00:40:14 - Sally Perkins: - if we are going to sweep people, and "offer them shelter" as part of the sweep 

process, then don't they need to be in CE to get shelter? 
00:40:21 - Christine Lindquist: - Replying to "CE is a losing attem..." 
 
Sorry - might be a dumb question, but Is there another way to get on a list for housing? 
00:40:27 - Anna Baker: - Also, when folks contact 2-1-1 and become involved in the Priority Pool, that is 

only good for 90 days.  The initial intake is referred to as the Creative Conversation, and the individual 
has to have another conversation with CE before they expire at the 90 day mark....this is a status 
update referred to as an Interim Conversation, and they have to keep CE updated as to their contact 
information. 

00:40:58 - David Thompson - Food is Free Tacoma: - Food is Free Tacoma www.foodisfreewashington.org 
hello@foodisfreewashington.org www.freshfoodconnect.org to donate homegrown produce. Food 
rescue every Tuesday11am   Hope Point church 6511 S Cst Tacoma 98408 Pet food once a month. 

00:41:00 - Sally Perkins: - Anna, thank you, I can guarantee that unhoused people do not understa d this. 
00:41:02 - Courtney Love LEC: - Replying to "211 also does CE and..."  
 
 It takes too long (hours), therefore not great for those who are homeless. 
00:41:19 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Thank you Jessica and Kenneth (and others doing outreach) - you are 

doing a great (and nearly impossible) job. I just know there are too many people for you and the HEAL 
team and the current group of outreach people to reach and too few places to refer people to once 
you do connect with them. Each sweep brings this to the forefront 

00:41:46 - Sally Perkins: - the "entry" system has so many barriers for unhoused people to enter that it's 
hard to see how it helps. 

00:41:55 - Jessica Hall: - Reacted to "Thank you Jessica ..." with �� 
00:41:57 - Monique B / FOB Hope / She-Her: - Reacted to "We need a huge peer ..." with ��� 
00:41:58 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "the "entry" system h..." with �� 
00:42:33 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Sally - too true 
00:42:34 - Sally Perkins: - The mid-Hilltop people recognize that they are being "targeted" (their word) by 

the sweeps. 
00:43:05 - Jessica Hall: - So, a lot of people can enter someone into HMIS, but not everyone can enter 

someone onto an actual list. This is a big place of confusion unfortunately. 
00:43:08 - Jennifer Ammons: - I grow small quantities of fruits and vegetables and used to donate small 

containers of things to the tables nearest me. 
00:43:44 - Sally Perkins: - Jessica, yes, HUGE confusion.  And if we are doing this as neighbors, it's insanely 

confusing. 
00:43:46 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "Thank you Jessica an..." with �� 
00:44:11 - David Thompson - Food is Free Tacoma: - Reacted to "I grow small quantit..." with ��� 
00:44:37 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "Also, when folks con..." with �� 
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00:45:16 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "We need a huge peer ..." with ����� 
00:45:52 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "HUD recommends that ..." with �� 
00:46:09 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "We have a lot of suc..." with ��� 
00:46:37 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "Word around the camp..." with ��� 
00:46:40 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "I grow small quantit..." with ��� 
00:47:15 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "FOB Hope would like ..." with ����� 
00:48:01 - Richard Dorsett: - If you come to witness Tuesday’s sweep, please record video. We have an 

editor who will prepare a clip and record of the event. 
00:48:07 - David Thompson - Food is Free Tacoma: - Replying to "I grow small quantit..." 
 
you can still donate to your neighbors! We partner with fresh food connect to gardeners like yourself with a 

way to share your produce locally. It's a free app that you can download. You enter in your zip code 
and it tells you our drop off locations and the dates and times we'll be there. 

 
freshfoodconnect.org 
00:48:17 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "Mr Seales would like..." with ��� 
00:48:35 - Courtney Love LEC: - Scythe, sickle, and pitchforks? 
00:48:47 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "If you come to witne..." with �� 
00:49:16 - Christine Lindquist: - Excellent summary as usual, Timothy. 
00:49:29 - Jan Runbeck: - Come to the Union Ave Loop sweep on Tuesday. Please record video. We have an 

editor who will prepare a clip and record of the event. 
00:49:53 - Timothy Harris: - Reacted to "Excellent summary as..." with ��� 
00:50:10 - CC Mendoza: - Thank you Timothy! 
00:50:51 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - I am feeling it…to do something productive 
00:51:03 - Kerri Hill: - YES!!!! 
00:51:20 - Courtney Love LEC: - The City and County are radicalizing the local Libs!! 
00:51:27 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "The City and County ..." with ��� 
00:51:32 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - If others are bringing coffee to the loop please let me know - I'm 

bringing a vacuum pot of coffee but can bring more unless others are bringing coffee too. 
00:51:32 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "The City and County ..." with ��� 
00:51:58 - Courtney Love LEC: - I think this part of the conversation needs to separate and unrecorded. 
00:52:14 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "I think this part of..." with �� 
00:52:21 - Courtney Love LEC: - This is strategy and tactics - not for broad observation 
00:52:23 - Jan Runbeck: - I'll bring coffee, cups, cream & sugar, at 10 am. 
00:52:32 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "This is strategy and..." with ����� 
00:52:52 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Replying to "I think this part of..." 
 
I can not end the recording a restart it. Besides, government folks are already on this call. None of this 

shared this morning should be thought of as secret. 
00:53:18 - Courtney Love LEC: - Replying to "I think this part of..."  
 
 I'm saying we need to schedule this part of the discussion for another, more private space. 
00:53:40 - Jay Worley: - if we don't share how we can, we can not be full effective 
00:53:46 - Timothy Harris: - Bringing fresh baked bagels to Union Loop Tuesday morning. 
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00:54:08 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - I have postcards and colored pens if anyone wants to take those out 
00:54:10 - Kenny Coble コーブル健: - I am happy to step away if people would prefer if City staff not be 

part of this conversation. 
00:54:22 - Mark Askins: - Drawing a connection to historical abhorrent behavior -"Trail of Tears" others 

showing similarities to sweeps. 
00:54:30 - Courtney Love LEC: - Replying to "if we don't share ho..."  
 
 We just need this conversation needs to less public, not unspoken 
00:55:01 - Jennifer Ammons: - Reacted to "Drawing a connection..." with �� 
00:55:11 - Kerri Hill: - Replying to "I am happy to step a..."  
 
 We know where your heart is ��� 
00:55:22 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Everyone is welcome here 
00:55:45 - CC Mendoza: - I want to be fully transparent! 
00:55:52 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - The breakout rooms are not recorded 
00:56:04 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "Bringing fresh baked..." with ��� 
00:56:15 - Kenny Coble コーブル健: - I am also happy to help support everyone engaging more closely with 

the City of Tacoma, however y'all prefer. 
00:56:16 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "I'll bring coffee, c..." with ��� 
00:56:22 - Courtney Love LEC: - Give us a contact info for follow up 
00:56:29 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "I am also happy to h..." with ��� 
00:56:39 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "I am also happy to h..." with ��� 
00:56:43 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "I am also happy to h..." with ��� 
00:57:32 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - It also sends a powerful message to have this conversation 

in public. 
00:57:37 - Courtney Love LEC: - That's all strategy, inviting people to engage in another space is adequate 
00:57:42 - Timothy Harris: - Jay is a lightening bolt of truth. 
00:57:47 - Rosemary Powers: - I like the idea of organizing to sponsor a billboard that presents the message 

“where will they go?” with a strong graphic that reminds people that sweeps do not address the 
problem except by making it look like something is being done 

00:57:48 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "Jay is a lightening ..." with ��� 
00:57:51 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Distributed leadership is the way to go 
00:58:13 - Mark Askins: - I am very interested inworking with others in storytelling, humanizing our 

unhoused neighbors and the impact of the sweeps on their social connections. access to services, and 
freedom. Separation from Street families relatives. 

00:58:18 - Sally Perkins: - it is within the realm of possibility that Tacoma leadership's policies are harmful 
to City staff, too. 

00:58:27 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "it is within the rea..." with � 
00:58:32 - Kenny Coble コーブル健: - Replying to "Give us a contact in..." 
 
If you're asking for my contact information, its kcoble@cityoftacoma.org and 253-307-6404.  
 
If you weren't asking me, you can have it anyway! :) 
00:58:42 - Courtney Love LEC: - courtney@wearelec.org - would like to further this discussion offline 
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00:58:46 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "it is within the rea..." with �� 
00:58:56 - Jessica Hall: - Reacted to "I like the idea of..." with ��� 
00:59:04 - Rachell Sever (she/her) - CISL: - art! 
00:59:11 - Kenny Coble コーブル健: - Replying to "Give us a contact in..." 
 
Please ignore the typo!!!!!!!! 
00:59:16 - Christine Lindquist: - Media that connects with children might help change the attitudes of their 

parents. 
00:59:20 - Courtney Love LEC: - Replying to "Give us a contact in..."  
 
 Thank you Kenny, I was asking Dana, but yours is very valuable, too! 
00:59:23 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "Media that connects ..." with �� 
00:59:26 - Timothy Harris: - i’m in. director@dignitycity.org 
00:59:53 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - You all know I am in - rhuff@pchomeless.org 
01:00:08 - Christine Lindquist: - Reacted to "I like the idea of o..." with ��� 
01:00:10 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "You all know I am in..." with ��� 
01:00:13 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "i’m in. director@dig..." with ��� 
01:00:15 - Rian Booker: - Thank you Dana for giving people a rallying point for persons wanting to increase 

their level of participation. 
01:00:16 - Jay Worley: - Art is a incredible force. 
01:00:23 - Laurie Davenport: - You know I’m in as well, laurie@tacomaprobono.org or 

lauriedavenportart@gmail.com 
01:00:33 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "You know I’m in as w..." with ��� 
01:00:33 - Jay Worley: - seededhopes@gmail.com 
01:00:39 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "Thank you Dana for g..." with ��� 
01:00:40 - Dana Peregrine: - My contact info danaperegrine@hotmail.com 
01:00:53 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "My contact info dana..." with ��� 
01:00:58 - CC Mendoza: - CC Mendoza ccmacm@comcast.net I'm in! 
01:01:13 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "CC Mendoza ccmacm@co..." with ��� 
01:01:30 - Sally Perkins: - Been in, still in, we need to be way more visible. 
01:01:39 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "Been in, still in, w..." with ����� 
01:02:40 - Kerri Hill: - If there's not already, a fundraising arm to help with emergent needs would be good 

too 
01:02:45 - Richard Dorsett: - I have witnessed and documented 38 sweeps. 
01:02:53 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Please drop on by to the Wednesday meeting with ideas SS4A Campaign 

Work Group 
   - Date: 4/12/2023 - 11:00 AM 
Join us on Zoom (link on coalition site). 
01:02:55 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "I have witnessed and..." with �� 
01:03:16 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "Been in, still in, w..." with ��� 
01:04:25 - Jennifer Ammons: - Reacted to "I have witnessed and..." with ���� 
01:05:23 - David Thompson - Food is Free Tacoma: - Thank you everyone. I have to head to another 

meeting. Have a great day! 
01:05:25 - Jan Runbeck: - Tuesday sweep photos: janetrunbeck@gmail.com 253-370-3988 
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01:05:55 - Richard Dorsett: - Homeless Humans of Tacoma was an effective site. Hope to see it return. 
01:06:33 - Kerri Hill: - Large ummer festivals and events are coming up. One visual display that always hits 

me hard and I see many stopping at is the Jewish Voice for Peace laid out display of destroyed villages 
01:06:45 - Jan Runbeck: - Richard Dorsett will also collect videos, comments, photos etc for the 

documentary 
01:06:46 - Kerri Hill: - *summer 
01:06:49 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "Large ummer festival..." with ��� 
01:07:06 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Sample postcards 
01:07:32 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - https://www.piercecountywa.gov/7309/Comprehensive-

Plan-to-End-Homelessness 
01:07:46 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "HumanKindness(1).jpeg" with ��� 
01:07:54 - Christine Lindquist: - What about sending community postcards to residents? 
01:09:17 - Courtney Love LEC: - Replying to "What about sending c..."  
 
 I like that. Especially in areas around new sites and safe parking - smaller target, good test 
01:09:52 - Valeri Almony: - Replying to "What about sending c..." 
 
It costs about $168k to send a postcard to every residential address in Pierce County right now (we just did 

it last month) but you can target specific zip codes if needed 
01:10:27 - Jessica Hall: - Reacted to "It costs about $16..." with �� 
01:10:27 - Nicholaus Turner: - I love the honesty 
01:10:43 - Valeri Almony: - Replying to "What about sending c..." 
 
edit:  last year 
01:10:47 - Richard Dorsett: - Resist CoC hijacking regional approach to homelessness!!! 
01:11:35 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Creating new shelter programs is a heavy lift 
01:11:41 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "Resist CoC hijacking..." with ���� 
01:12:01 - Courtney Love LEC: - Replying to "Resist CoC hijacking..."  
 
 Do you understand the function of the CoC? 
01:12:13 - Rosemary Powers: - Kerri….that idea of  displaying pictures of devastation from sweeps could be 

expanded to include images of creative community building and positive interactions on the street. 
Too often devastation images are simply read as evidence of encampments as community blight that 
needs to be swept. 

01:12:26 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "Kerri….that idea of ..." with ��� 
01:12:32 - Timothy Harris: - Reacted to "Kerri….that idea of ..." with �� 
01:12:48 - Christine Lindquist: - Reacted to "Kerri….that idea of ..." with ��� 
01:12:55 - Jessica Hall: - As we talk about more and more shelters, I get more anxiety knowing that low 

income properties continue to be purchased and families are getting rent increase/notice to leave and 
we have nowhere for them to go. 

01:12:57 - Nicholaus Turner: - CCS is working hard to staff. I'm gathering the best quality generalist so we 
can make holy rosary Safe Parking a amazing transition. 

01:13:07 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "As we talk about mor..." with ��� 
01:13:15 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "CCS is working hard ..." with ��� 
01:13:34 - Nicholaus Turner: - Thank everyone in the City of Tacoma for there patience. 
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01:13:48 - Christine Lindquist: - Replying to "What about sending c..." 
 
@Valeri - Wow! 
01:13:59 - Nicholaus Turner: - Reacted to "CCS is working hard ..." with ��� 
01:14:06 - Courtney Love LEC: - The City and County don't have a mechanism to evaluate the service 

providers - we need a client satisfaction questionnaire and a dashboard with the data and it should 
inform the ranking and rating of funding applications. 

01:14:12 - Valeri Almony: - Replying to "What about sending c..." 
 
very effective though.  We did two separate mailouts for the Rental Assistance program one in 2021 and 

one in 2022. 
01:14:41 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "As we talk about mor..." with ��� 
01:16:04 - Richard Dorsett: - Will there be no camping buffers around safe parking sites? 
01:16:43 - Courtney Love LEC: - Replying to "Will there be no cam..."  
 
 They're bans, not buffers��� 
01:16:58 - Jennifer Ammons: - Reacted to "They're bans, not bu..." with �� 
01:17:50 - Jan Runbeck: - HB 1754 defines Safe Parking that is defined as a parking lot owned by a faith 

based org. Not "shelter". 
01:18:12 - Courtney Love LEC: - I hate the City more and more... Helping some people screws others 
01:18:36 - Jennifer Ammons: - This seems like a small needle eye to thread, between providing a useful safe 

parking site and becoming classified as an "emergency shelter." 
01:18:46 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Replying to "This seems like a sm..." 
 
Amen 
01:19:04 - Jessica Hall: - We have been asked recently to come help with case management for many other 

programs in the community including the LEC and mitigation site. Are volunteer organizations working 
on filling this need as case managers/providers in the community are beyond overwhelmed and at 
capacity. There are simple steps that can help everyone like getting ID, social security cards etc. 

01:19:26 - Jan Runbeck: - I am grateful that the City will model a site that works for 40 folks. HB 1754 will 
cover the faith based sites. 

01:20:35 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "We have been asked r..." with �� 
01:20:58 - Joshua Burkhart: - Reacted to "I am grateful that t…" with �� 
01:21:03 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "Kerri….that idea of ..." with �� 
01:22:03 - Sally Perkins: - Jessica, the utter dysfunction of the "system" is a real barrier for "volunteers" to 

help.  There is no magic volunteer "solution" to the formal, system being underfunded and 
overworked.  Underfunding  is a policy choice by City and County leadership.  Overwork is the result. 

01:22:18 - Jennifer Ammons: - I'm a lawyer, and I can't understand what classifies a site as a "shelter." 
01:22:30 - Rian Booker: - I'm confused on whether the City considers a car 'shelter'. 
01:22:34 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "I'm a lawyer, and I ..." with �� 
01:22:39 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "I'm confused on whet..." with �� 
01:22:48 - Nicholaus Turner: - I'll be at the meeting on Monday as well 
01:23:05 - Jennifer Ammons: - Reacted to "Jessica, the utter d..." with ���� 
01:23:10 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "I'll be at the meeti..." with ��� 
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01:23:16 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "I'm a lawyer, and I ..." with �� 
01:23:17 - Jennifer Ammons: - Reacted to "I'm confused on whet..." with �� 
01:23:29 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Replying to "I'm a lawyer, and I ..." 
 
There is much splitting of hairs… 
01:24:12 - Kerri Hill: - Replying to "Kerri….that idea of ..."  
 
 I was thinking more of mapping/numbers---I don't think the average person out there appreciates the 

sheer number,  taxpayer expense, etc 
01:24:13 - Rian Booker: - Not seeing anything about cars here.  

https://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=458-16-320 
01:24:36 - Sally Perkins: - My observation about safe parking sites within the City of Tacoma is that the City 

will want to control their operation which means they will end up being emergency shelters in terms of 
required practices and procedures on-site. 

01:24:54 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "The City and County ..." with ����� 
01:24:55 - Rosemary Powers: - Replying to "Kerri….that idea of ..." 
 
Thanks for clarification 
01:25:01 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "My observation about..." with �� 
01:25:20 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "I'm a lawyer, and I ..." with �� 
01:25:35 - Jay Worley: - How many permanent shelters do we have? 
01:26:15 - Jessica Hall: - Reacted to "How many permanent..." with �� 
01:26:21 - Sally Perkins: - Jay, most of the Tacoma "temporary/emergency" shelters are time-limited in their 

operation due to funding. 
01:26:28 - Jan Runbeck: - Can Adam come next week and talk about the weather? 
01:26:29 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Permanent shelters include things like TRM, Nativity 

House, etc. 
01:27:04 - Jennifer Ammons: - Reacted to "My observation about..." with ��� 
01:27:08 - Jay Worley: - yes sally but...are there any permanent established shelter program? 
01:27:09 - Caleb Carbone: - I can send our list that we share at our Updates: 
01:27:15 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "Jay, most of the Tac..." with �� 
01:27:23 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "Jay, most of the Tac..." with �� 
01:27:30 - Jay Worley: - Thank you 
01:27:30 - Kenneth King: - I had to move locations and missed the conversation. which shelter is in 

question? 
01:27:36 - Rachell Sever (she/her) - CISL: - add me please! Rachell@lakewoodcis.org 
01:28:16 - Ketra Campbell: - Please add me also Ketra.campbell@dshs.wa.gov 
01:29:38 - Richard Dorsett: - Did anyone listen to Lakewood planning meeting? 
01:29:41 - Kerri Hill: - Are brooms allowed in Council chambers? 
01:30:00 - Jessica Hall: - Reacted to "Are brooms allowed..." with �� 
01:30:16 - Jessica Hall: - I was at the Lakewood meeting this week. 
01:30:40 - Jay Worley: - Karri sadly there a weapon 
01:30:49 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Sally - can you post the link to the Jacobsen/Pierce Jail meeting? I missed 

when/where that is happening 
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01:31:24 - Ketra Campbell: - Is there also a list of safe parking places or was that included?? 
01:31:44 - Megan Colter: - Reacted to "Is there also a li..." with �� 
01:32:07 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Join the weekly advocate calls on Fridays, 2-3pm on Zoom: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUsdumvrDMtHtSqWteCBB4VlDeAollRnuCI 
01:32:23 - Sally Perkins: - Theresa I don't have a link, I was looking at the lists of future meetings and 

spotted it.  I'll put the link in the list serv whcn it becomes available. 
01:32:26 - Kerri Hill: - Replying to "Karri sadly there a ..."  
 
 What about a small whisk broom with no handle? 
01:32:33 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "Karri sadly there a ..." with �� 
01:32:36 - Christine Lindquist: - Rob needs to be cloned. 
01:32:41 - Jan Runbeck: - Ketra, go to the Coalition website. Go to Safe Sites for All, go to Safe Parking, and 

find the number 
01:32:46 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "Rob needs to be clon..." with ����� 
01:32:59 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "Join the weekly advo..." with �� 
01:34:01 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - Database  
Wa.gov study disparities across states,  published 2019 
01:34:03 - Rachell Sever (she/her) - CISL: - Need to head out - doing a tour of the new SVDP resource 

center. thank you - I will try to make it for the advocate call today. 
01:34:06 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Can we look at the page before we go into rooms? 
01:34:54 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - Study p.a.r.c data 
01:35:29 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - Alright compiled 
01:35:46 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - By contrast 
01:36:23 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - Most provide glossy with data 
01:36:27 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - This is the link I have onscreen: 

https://open.piercecountywa.gov/stories/s/7wee-rgqc 
01:36:57 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - Analysis skill needed 
01:37:38 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - DOT STUDY DOES 
01:37:44 - Kerri Hill: - Also, who is the audience it is intended for? Is it the neighbor calling 911 and blowing 

up council phone 30x a day? The investor in the name of economic development? Who? 
01:37:52 - Kenneth King: - Indeed, I appreciate the datageekarie 
01:38:14 - Christine Lindquist: - The terminology used here is very inaccessible. 
01:38:22 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "The terminology used..." with ����� 
01:38:52 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "Rob needs to be clon..." with ����� 
01:39:01 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "Are brooms allowed i..." with �� 
01:39:02 - Laurie Davenport: - Sorry I need to leave for another meeting, feel free to contact me anytime if 

you need me! 
01:39:16 - Jay Worley: - it is always easy to say you informed the public but make it usless like this 
01:39:25 - Kerri Hill: - Also, where is the DONATE HERE button? 
01:39:30 - Sally Perkins: - Jay, YES. 
01:50:09 - Dionne Jacobson: - Gotta go, busy CRC today. Enjoyed that break out room! 
01:50:24 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - This is a wonky Friday, for sure. Welcome to the meeting, 

Gena! 
01:50:33 - Kenneth King: - That was a wonderful discussion. sorry for stepping on peoples sentences. 
01:50:47 - Christine Lindquist: - Room 1 
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Client feedback results related to service providers 
Basic stats on service providers - # positions, turnover, wage gap between highest and lowest wage earners 

at organization 
Clear, user-friendly data - who is this for? 
How many people identified in last count? How many are estimated to be unhoused but not revealed in the 

count? 
How many shelter beds are there? 
How many people decline shelter bed sand why? 
When look at length of stay chart, states average of 8 days. 8 days until what - permanently housed? Kicked 

out? Leave shelter voluntarily? 
01:51:10 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Please paste your notes from the breakout in the chat! 
01:52:06 - Lavada Kent-Napier: - Gene please give contact info 
01:52:15 - Verna Lilly: - AND THAT'S HOW I GOT ARRESTED - (ROB) 
01:52:38 - Jay Worley: - next time 
01:53:21 - Jan Runbeck: - Gena Morgan: Elevate Health. Gena@elevatehealth.org 
01:53:24 - Christine Lindquist: - Reacted to "AND THAT'S HOW I GOT..." with ����� 
01:53:55 - Kenneth King: - I thought Right-of-way was DOT? 
01:54:16 - Timothy Harris: - Room 2: We need a better response that tells people where they can go for 

shelter; 211 is not adequate. Track EMS calls for unhoused. Pit information needs to provided with 
contextualization. Should be an unsheltered homeless count. Need to track housing supply and 
demand by income accessibility, ie, how much is affordable to people at 30$ AMI and blow vs 80% of 
AMI; How many houses vs how many homeless; How many are coping with severe mental illness? 

01:54:28 - Kenneth King: - which team? 
01:54:41 - Jessica Hall: - I also wanted to throw out there to you all that we are asking the county for more 

funding so that we can expand our PATH team. The hope is to have two more case managers, making 
our team a team of 6. We are very hopeful!! 

01:54:52 - Jay Worley: - Reacted to "I also wanted to thr..." with ��� 
01:54:55 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "I also wanted to thr..." with �� 
01:55:02 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Reacted to "I also wanted to thr..." with �� 
01:55:02 - Richard Dorsett: - Room 3. 1. Done drive and take notes. 
 
There is a coordinated entry data problem. 
Need to know how many in queue. 
Need to know response time. 
HMIS prevents sharing of data that will help people. 
Have a data person come each week to explain and present analysis; so we don’t have to guess meaning of 

data. 
We need to know, with safeguards, the needs of homeless people (by name list). 
We are not allowed to serve people; too many HMIS barriers. 
UWT has a data sciences department; academic analytics would be a huge benefit. 
01:55:24 - Sally Perkins: - Jessica, good luck with your funding request!  ���� 
01:55:30 - Rian Booker: - I want to see a graph that has number/count on the Y-axis, and $ amount on the 

X-Axis.  On the graph would be two lines: rental supply (units vs price), and rental demand (people vs 
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budget).  The gaps between the two lines would identify what shortages or surpluses of housing exist 
in what price ranges. 

01:55:35 - Jessica Hall: - Reacted to "Jessica, good luck..." with ��� 
01:55:44 - Jessica Hall: - Reacted to "I want to see a gr..." with ��� 
01:55:57 - Courtney Love LEC: - Reacted to "I want to see a grap..." with ��� 
01:56:19 - Christine Lindquist: - Reacted to "I want to see a grap..." with ��� 
01:57:03 - Richard Dorsett: - This is my message to mayor and library director. If you are in a book group, 

consider these titles.  
 
I am very pleased to see the selections announced for 2023 Tacoma Reads. The written word and stories 

about lived experiences are powerful means to change how people think and talk about housing 
instability and homelessness. There are many reading groups in Tacoma, and between now and 
November I hope all of them can read one or all of the books you have selected.I have already begun 
encouraging people I know to read “A Place Called Home” (David Ambroz),“Genesis Begins Again” 
(Alicia D. Williams), and “Home” (Tonya Lippert) and to include them as selections for their own book 
groups. In the months between now and November, please let me know if I can be of service helping 
to get these books in the hands and before the eyes of as many Tacoma readers as possible. We can 
end homelessness in Tacoma. Books like these offer a path to clear-headed understanding and 
effective solutions. 

01:57:10 - Courtney Love LEC: - Replying to "I want to see a grap..."  
 
 How many vacant lots, business spaces, residential units? How many AirB&Bs? How many owned by 

corporations vs ma & pop folx? 
01:57:19 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "Room 2: We need a be..." with ����� 
01:57:19 - Kenneth King: - This is for candle wood Lakewood? 
01:57:33 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "I also wanted to thr..." with ����� 
01:58:09 - Rian Booker: - Was late to the meeting.  Did we talk about HB1337 that allows 2 ADU per 

property?  Legislature is allocating 400M to the housing trust; more than 2x what it was before. 
01:58:15 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - It’s almost like we have too many systems and a 

coordinated approach is required… <thinking emoji> 
01:58:23 - Richard Dorsett: - People told they were going to tiny homes taken to stability site and not 

happy. 
01:58:29 - Rian Booker: - How did the FOB Hope Auction go?  Big money?! 
01:58:30 - Kenneth King: - Reacted to "It’s almost like we ..." with ����� 
01:58:45 - Jessica Hall: - Reacted to "It’s almost like ..." with ����� 
01:58:54 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "It’s almost like we ..." with ����� 
01:58:58 - Jessica Hall: - Reacted to "How did the FOB Ho..." with ������ 
01:59:02 - Sally Perkins: - Oh Rob, silly you.  ���� 
01:59:12 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "Oh Rob, silly you.  ..." with ����� 
01:59:13 - Jan Runbeck: - FOB Hope raised nearly $4,000.00 for their first ever event. 
01:59:14 - Christine Lindquist: - Reacted to "It’s almost like we ..." with ����� 
01:59:19 - Kerri Hill: - Replying to "How did the FOB Hope..."  
 
 They said 5k 
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01:59:21 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Reacted to "FOB Hope raised near..." with ��� 
01:59:22 - Rian Booker: - Reacted to "FOB Hope raised near..." with �� 
01:59:36 - Kerri Hill: - Reacted to "Oh Rob, silly you.  ..." with ����� 
01:59:38 - Christine Lindquist: - Reacted to "FOB Hope raised near..." with �� 
01:59:52 - Monique B / FOB Hope / She-Her: - It was great Rian!  We made some good money for the village 

($4,771.00 raised). 
02:00:01 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - tpdrutis@nctacoma.org for postcards 
02:00:02 - Jay Worley: - Reacted to "tpdrutis@nctacoma.or..." with ��� 
02:00:04 - Jay Worley: - Removed a ��� reaction from "tpdrutis@nctacoma.or..." 
02:00:07 - Timothy Harris: - Reacted to "It was great Rian!  ..." with ��� 
02:00:19 - Jay Worley: - Reacted to "It was great Rian!  ..." with ������ 
02:00:22 - Kenneth King: - Reacted to "They said 5k" with ��� 
02:00:34 - Kenneth King: - Reacted to "It was great Rian!  ..." with ��� 
02:01:22 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Timothy the Bagel Master 
02:01:38 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - ADU = Accessory Dwelling Unit 
02:01:40 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Wonky stuff 
02:01:59 - Kenneth King: - ADU also includes mother-in-law rentals 
02:02:08 - Jay Worley: - Rian Did you want to mention city club? 
02:02:32 - Richard Dorsett: - Will Alliance issue a report card of this legislature? 
02:02:36 - Theresa Power-Drutis: - Micro units are what we need right now - not luxury apartments 
02:02:39 - Rob Huff (he/him) Housing Alliance: - Yes, we will! 
02:03:02 - Monique B / FOB Hope / She-Her: - I have to get going.  Have a blessed and happy weekend! 
02:03:09 - Christine Lindquist: - When is this? 
02:03:24 - Courtney Love LEC: - I'm working on recruiting a BIPoC person to the panel. Very white, as is. 
02:03:29 - Jan Runbeck: - Wednesday night at UPS 
02:03:36 - Kerri Hill: - When our delegation met with Cantwell's office we suggested buying construction 

supplies in bulk government rates at regional level to decrease construction costs, using emergency 
production tools as well 

02:03:45 - Kenneth King: - https://www.facebook.com/events/574390527982518/?ref=newsfeed 
02:04:14 - Kenneth King: - Reacted to "I'm working on recru..." with �� 
02:04:18 - Christine Lindquist: - Thank you for the meeting! 
02:05:25 - Kenneth King: - recording  
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